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BIZTUP Data Warehouse for Dynamics 365 F&O 
and Dynamics AX

Unique - Plug and play data warehouse solution

Optional – Two possible architectures: Traditional (available On-premise 

only) or Transactional (for immediate loads)



Why to choose our Data Warehouse solution?

Simple - No need to bother with complex table relationships, built with 

standard SQL tools



Implementation methodology

Scalable – Because of the usage of standard SQL tools, it is very easy to 

extend the system with basic SQL knowledge

support on-demand – The solution can be deployed by 

internal IT team easily, but Biztup can provide implementation support at 

any part of the process



Improved performance – based on the 
experience of already implemented systems

number of 

Replication of huge databases in the data warehouse: 300+ million 

records, 120+ tables



Possible use cases

Data is the companies’ most valuable asset. Time is the most rigorous constraint. 

Our Data Warehouse is designed to take full advantage in both data and time 
dimensions in nowadays competitive environment.

Where time really matters - If the cost of having undesired amount of stock is high, 

or the adaption to market changes in pricing can lead to immediate market share 

changes, if the cost of not delivering on time is unacceptable – to mention a few 

examples

If you feel like losing money on a daily basis, but you can't really tell where is the 

root of the problem – You neither can invest a fortune in this case to build a 

system to find out, nor can you spend years on implementing it. You need our 

data warehouse in this case: simple, quick, to have immediate results.




